County, Wis. soil survey map and report be used in studying and managing warm water fish? (5) How can the Crawford County, Wis. soil survey report and map be used in studying and managing cold water fish?

The group suggested that a half-page map of a county, showing kinds of land-use, would be helpful. A larger body of material on wetlands would be desirable.

CORRELATION TRAINING SESSION
Urbana, Illinois
February 25 to March 8

Sixteen soil scientists attended the annual correlation training school conducted by Ken Ableiter, principal correlator for the North Central Region. This session was highly informative, stimulating, and a real work session.

Personnel in attendance were Lester Bushue and George Holhubrer from Illinois, Sam Lehman, Wendall Kirkham, and Don Post from Indiana, Ken Hinkley and Elton King from Iowa, Willie Brock and Albert Hasner from Michigan, M. G. Wilbur from Missouri, Leon Chamberlain from Minnesota, Vaughn Siegenthaler, Paul Davis, and Thornton Hole from Ohio, and Norman Johnson and Albin Martinson from Wisconsin.

Elton King, poet and Soil Scientist from Iowa, recited a poem he composed for the conclusion of the session that expresses the feeling of the group.

Part I Method
'Twas over in Urbana,
In the year sixty-three,
When soil correlation,
Was shoved at you and in me.
In a masterful fashion,
Had no time to buck,
To my great amazement,
A little bit stuck.
There were high-powered lectures,
and technical reports,
In studying test questions, I got out of sorts.
Yes, though efficient, but to make matters worse,

The Boss man Ableiter,
Assigned me a verse.
There were many fine scientists, I am proud to have met,
A great training session
We will never forget.
Yes, that was the method,
And to close out the rhyme,
We have never learned more,
In that short a time.

Part II The Results:Correlation
More descriptions I'll write,
But may smaller my maps,
Get correlated soils,
But I'll bigger some gaps.
Those Inspectinger guys,
Won't give me their votes,
I'm a findinger man,
They want completeder notes.
The learnedest men,
Are these classifyinger birds,
I've had receptiver brains,
With understandinger words.
So in speedier fashion,
I keep falling behind,
But they needed traineder men,
With educateder minds.
Seems the harder I tries,
The "tarder" I sets,
The hurrieder I 80,
The behinder I gets.

Elton L. King
D. P.

STUART LARSON BACK FROM TEXAS

After spending three very short months at Austin, Texas on a winter detail, I must recommend at least one, if not more, such details to all soil scientists.

Such a detail emphasizes the importance of fitting all soils into one system of classification. It provides an opportunity to exchange views on soil classification and mapping, to suggest new techniques in a foreign area and take home new techniques that will result in higher quality work. It provides an invigorating change of pace for those who may be feeling a bit obscure working on their own little patch of the earth's crust. After such a de-